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1. Regional and Local Tourism Context
Understanding significant local and regional tourism influences provides context for both the local tourism economy and
the overall progress of the RMI Resort Development Strategy.
LOCAL AND REGIONAL INFLUENCES
The following table provides a summary of the significant local and regional tourism influences for the report year that
are not in municipal control. These influences are factors that supported and/or hindered the local tourism economy
during the reporting period.

Factors Supporting Tourism

Factors Hindering Tourism

• Continued highway repairs – once complete, usually in
the later part of the fall, the highway is much nicer to
travel, turning the hindering factor into a supporting
factor

• Lack of funding for Visitor Services (Federal, Provincial,
Municipal)

• Partnering visitor experience with Canadian Rockies
Hot Springs Pools (Radium) & Lake
Louise/Yoho/Kootenay National Parks
• Long standing seasonal Community Events
• New Radium Hot Springs Centre & Library facility has
attracted interest of those seeking a venue for a
family event or wedding

• Continued highway repairs and resurfacing during the
summer months on Highway 93 & 1, although when
complete this hindrance turns to a supporting factor
• Local business short staffed, reflected in many reviews
and midweek closures due to lack of staffing
• Lengthened closure of the Radium Hot Springs pool in
Fall 2020

• Participation in various DBC Open Pool Programs

• Business owners not understanding the importance of
responding to reviews or engaging with social
audience

• Good January-March and November-December winter
conditions for skiing, snowmobiling and other
backcountry activities

• Increase in short-term rentals in the community
challenging traditional accommodation sector and
competitiveness

• No major fires or campfire bans

• Lack of transit from Village core to pools

• Some businesses have changed hands and new
energies have been injected into them, upgrades have
been made to the accommodations and the owners
are more active in the community

• Business transitions – new motel owners, with limited
industry experience.

• Investment of 9.1 Million Dollars in repairs and
restoration of Radium Hot Springs pools.

• Limited funding for events
• Lack of indoor family activities in the community
• Lack of transportation / shuttle services from Calgary
and Cranbrook

• Proximity of Radium to and from Target Markets –
easy access drive-in markets available and interested
in visiting Radium
• Wildlife viewing and events showcasing Bighorn Sheep
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• Year over Year
there was no
change even with
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2. Project Progress
2.1.

Resort Municipality Initiative (RMI) Context and Vision

The Village of Radium Hot Springs has participated in the RMI program since August 2007.
The community’s RDS Vision is:

Radium Hot Springs will be a distinct destination community, with a resilient tourism economy, serving as an
inspirational year-round home base for guests seeking to enjoy our natural hot springs, resident wildlife, and
cultural amenities, all in a pristine mountain setting. In addition, Radium Hot Springs will continue to be the
gateway, to the Columbia Valley, to Kootenay National Park, and to the wider spectrum of wilderness alpine
environments, biologically diverse lakes, rivers and wetlands, as well as the ski, spa and golf resorts, that
surround us.

2.2.

Resort Development Strategy (RDS) Goals

The table below lists Village of Radium Hot Springs’ 2015-2018 RDS Goals and provides an overview of progress made on
each.

Resort Development
Strategy Goals
1. Extend our shoulder tourism season (October –
November and January – February) visitation by 1%
annually, as defined by the number of nights of
accommodation stay.
2. Increase annual room revenue by 1% annually, as
defined by our municipal regional district tax
revenue.
3. Increase visitor satisfaction annually, to be
determined by a reasonable assessment method, and
as defined by feedback received through a visitor
survey program.

Summary of Progress on Resort Development Strategy
Goals (please describe and reference performance
indicators if you have data to support)
The Headbanger Festival was an event organized during
the shoulder tourism season with the goal to build
visitations. See the report below for results of the
Headbanger Festival.
The growth from 2018 to 2019 was 8%.
For further details see Section 3 - Economic
Development.
Radium Hot Springs has a member on the RCC
Performance Measurement committee. The committee
is tasked with determining measurements that would
be attainable for all RMI communities.
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2.3.

Project Details

The following section describes progress on the individual projects in greater detail. The financial breakdown for the
projects can be found in Appendix 1.
Project Title

ADVENTURE RADIUM SUMMER YOUTH CAMP

Project
description

This is an eight-week summer youth camp mainly attended by visitors administered by the Village
providing recreational opportunities for youth ages 6 to 12 three days each week. Camp curriculum
includes team and individual sports, adventure activities, nature education, arts and crafts, and
games. The program provides recreational opportunities for visiting youth to promote awareness
and appreciation of local natural amenities while providing a skill base to foster further development
of recreational pursuits and local first nations culture. This program is accessible to all skills and
abilities by adaption of the activities ensuring inclusivity. The program also provides parents with the
opportunity to enjoy retail spending and recreational opportunities unencumbered by their children.
This meets one of the objectives of the RMI program as both the visiting parent and child experience
is enhanced.

Project Category

Programs and Services

Other themes

Indigenous Tourism / Accessibility related / Emergency Preparedness / Sustainability

Project
rationale/goal

Project Rationale(s): This program will introduce youth to activities and pursuits that are
representative of the wider landscape of recreational opportunities and historical First Nations
activities thereby ‘sowing the seeds’ for sustainable future use and visitation. The objective is to
improve visitor experience.
This program will introduce youth to activities and pursuits that are representative of the wider
landscape of recreational opportunities thereby ‘sowing the seeds’ for sustainable future use and
visitation. Records show that attendance by non-resident children is substantial, demonstrating that
this service is being used as a program amenity for visitors to the Village. 66% of 2019 attendance
(same in 2018) was by non-local children (Alberta, Saskatchewan, International and wider BC).
Project Goal(s): This program increases visitor satisfaction, also referred to as “the visitor
experience” which in turn will lead to increased room revenues.

Project Spending

$15,000 was spent in 2019

Project status

Completed for the 2019 Summer Season. To be continued for the remainder of this Resort
Development Strategy.
The Adventure Radium program is a program that takes place outdoors, playing learning games or
other field games. When weather is unfavorable the program moves to the fully accessible public
library or the Centre. The camp coordinator collaborates with other local specialists, such as Wildsafe
BC, RDEK’s Recycle King and our local fire department, to provide participants with other
opportunities to learn about wildlife, environmental stewardship, first responder responsibilities and
local First Nation information.

Project activities
and/or outcomes
for the reporting
year
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Adventure
Radium Youth
Summer Camp
Continued …

This year at Adventure Radium, the campers
participated in an activity that focused on First
Nations’ traditional food sources. Campers were
introduced to three animals local to British Columbia,
and these animals were deer, moose, and rabbit.
Using the “First Nations Health Authority Traditional
Food Fact Sheets” Adventure Radium Leaders were
able to engage their campers in a discussion about the
traditional harvesting, food use story, and nutrition
messages of the deer, moose, and rabbit to the First
Nations People in British Columbia.
The leaders have also worked with the public library to provide additional programming
opportunities. Extra activities include the mini golf, playgrounds and the ice cream shop creating
memorable activities which support our local tourist establishments. Because the camp takes place
outside in an accessible area, children of all abilities are welcomed, with the assistance of caregivers.
Our leaders strive to be inclusive when a child with different abilities attend, mainly by adapting
games and crafts and providing the child with assistance when required.
The program continues to be sustainable as the participants return each year and when they ‘age-out’
they have often requested to volunteer so they can continue being part of the program, and then
they still come back as they apply to become leaders of the program.

875

Adventure Radium Youth Day Camp
(# of participant days)
803
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740
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425
314
200
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•

Although there is a 23% decline in the number of participant days from 2018, part of the
decline is due to valley residents participating in other local camps now available.

•

The number of participants from non-valley areas versus valley residents remains consistent
with two-thirds being non-valley and one-thirds being valley residents.
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Adventure
Radium Youth
Summer Camp
Continued …

Stakeholder
Involvement:

Tourism Radium, our DMO, assists us with the marketing of the program through rack cards, socialmedia, and advertisements.

Project Title

Headbanger Festival

Project
description

The Village will manage two off-season tourism festivals/events each year. The timing of these has
been determined in collaboration with tourism stakeholders, to promote additional
accommodation stays and local spending when it is needed most. The first event, the
“Headbanger’s Festival” coincides with the Bighorn Sheep rut in November, which involves the
males “banging heads” to establish dominance. This event showcases our resident Bighorn Sheep
herd with guest speakers, interpretive displays, and tours.

Project Category

Programs and Services

Other themes

Indigenous Tourism / Accessibility related / Sustainability

Project
rationale/goal

Project Rationale(s): Festivals and events are a key driver for tourism visitation, as they entice new
visitors to come to our area, while also improving their experience. Yearly festivals garner visitor
loyalty and repeat visitation, thus becoming a critical element in our sustainable tourism objective.
Festivals are scalable and programming can be expanded as attendance and popularity increases.
Both the Headbanger’s Festival and the wagon rides have expanded in programming and
attendance, with each passing year.
Project Goal(s): Support one festival and one event, sustainable on a yearly basis (sustainable
tourism goals apply), that will enhance the visitor experience and develop ongoing visitor loyalty
and ‘word of mouth’ promotion. This festival and event will attract visitors to the Village, provide
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activities for the enjoyment and interest of visitors, and increase tourism traffic and
accommodation stays during the shoulder seasons. These events and festivals support our goals
of improving the visitor experience, extending our tourism season, and increasing annual room
revenue.
Project Spending

$20,000 was spent in 2019

Project status

Completed for the year. To be continued for the remainder of this Resort Development Strategy.

Project activities
and/or outcomes
for the reporting
year

The Headbanger Festival is a weekend that is intended to celebrate the rut of the Big Horn
Sheep that live in Radium Hot Springs. The events this year included drumming
workshops, a cooking class, art class, lectures on the sheep, a talk from a representative
from a local First Nations Community, outdoors hikes and a plenary from renowned
conservationist Brain Keating. Also, added this year was the Vancouver International
Mountain Film Festival.
Fortunately, the weather was nice enough for participants to be able to experience the
outdoor events comfortably.
The event began Friday evening with the Vancouver International Mountain Film Festival.

We screened 8 films that were related to the outdoors, First Nations Communities, or
conservation.
The next morning, on Saturday, the day started with a drum circle. The circle energized
the participants to get their day off to a great start.
The themed “Eat Like a Sheep”
cooking workshop had participants
create a vegetarian feast using local
ingredients. The menu consisted of
vegetarian kale burgers with fresh
baked buns, homemade gnocchi;
springs mix salad and a spice cake
for dessert.
The Big Horn Experience session allow participants to discover the habits of bighorn sheep,

what makes the Radium herd so unique and the importance of this species to the Village
of Radium Hot Springs and local ecology. Interpreters provided a hand’s on experience
with props, tools, and incredible storytelling techniques.
Participants had the opportunity to learn from Pat
Bavin who is a local artist and Forest Therapy Guide.
They learned techniques proven to lower blood
pressure, boost immunity, improve sleep, and generate
a positive mood.
Local Naturalist Kalista Pruden, perma-culturalist and
environmental educator led a hike to learn about
animal tracks and signs and what they tell us about animal behavior. Participants learned
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Headbanger
Festival 2019
Continued…

about survival strategies wildlife use, how to identify animal tracks, scat, territorial
markings and feeding signs.
Kalista also led a wildcrafting workshop where participants explored the science of
wildcrafting, wild foraging and ethnobotany.
Rick Leger led a photography workshop intended to spark inner creativity and help make
most of the light you have.
Author Darcee O’Hearn shared her most recent book “Wendy the Whitebark Pine” and
celebrated the personality of trees and their individual offerings to the forest ecosystem.
The ‘Urban Wildlife – How to minimize conflicts with wildlife and human’ session provided
information on how to keep both people and animals safe. It is best to know how to

effectively share our home. Participants learned fascinating facts about wildlife, current
trends and issues surrounding wildlife in urban spaces and gained tips and tricks to help
reduce conflict at home.

Saturday evening concluded with dinner and the keynote speaker, Brain Keating. A

conservationist and head naturalist of ‘Going Wild with Brian Keating’ spoke about the
mountains as a metaphor to creatively illustrate some of life’s exciting options and
possibilities. In addition, we had Councilor Tim Eugene from the Shuswap Band share with
us some information about the Band and the work that they do.
Debriefing

The biggest change coming for next year is that we will be looking at hosting the event the
last weekend in October instead of the first weekend in November. We have too much
completion with the Banff Film Festival as well as the wine festival in Fairmont Hot
Springs.
We are also looking at moving to a new registration program to make event registration
easier for participants.
Feedback received also indicates that participants would like the opportunity to attend all
the workshops instead of a select few. We will look at how to make this possible.
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Headbanger Festival 2019
Continued…
Stakeholder
Involvement:

Accommodation Partners
Gateway Motel, Bighorn Meadows Resort, Prestige Radium Hot Springs Resort, Cobblestone Creek
Cottage & Lodging Co., Village Country Inn, Radius Retreat
Event In-kind Sponsors
Far Out Adventure Hub, Mountainside Market, Valley Zipline Adventures, Bighorn Meadows
All event partners were made Facebook Event Co-Hosts, including Horsethief Creek Pub, Travel
Columbia Valley, Bighorn Meadows (Development), Bighorn Café, Edibles Café, and Catering to
create a wide audience.
EKnow – East Kootenay Online News, although we ran a banner ad with them for the month of
October, the wrote 3 advancers in support of the event.
Web Hosting / Social Media / Event Registration / Promotion / Production of Creative / Media
Coordination
Tourism Radium / Radium Hot Springs Chamber of Commerce
Information and registration links in their database Newsletters
Tourism Radium Newsletters (14) around Headbanger and Individual Headbanger Events
Bighorn Meadows Resort / Cobblestone Creek Cottage & Lodging Co. / Gateway Motel
Boosted Posts / shared posts or own Headbanger Posts created via Social Media – Tourism Radium
/ Bighorn Meadows Resort / Gateway Motel / Radius Retreat / Travel Columbia Valley / Horsethief
Creek Pub

Project Title

Tourism Signage

Project
description

This project involves the installation of street wayfinding signage and public information kiosks.
These assets will reflect the new branding and identity that was developed as part of our 2018
“Comprehensive Signage Strategy”. The street wayfinding signage will provide information and
direction, to both pedestrians and motorists, to attractions, businesses, public facilities, and areas
of interest. The public information kiosks will provide orientation, an area directory, village map
and notices for pedestrians moving through our commercial core area. The project will provide
improved access to information to better inform visitors of our recreational, natural, and cultural
amenities and opportunities, thereby promoting the increased use and development of these
features. The project will enhance visitors and resident’s ability to navigate in the community and
to find desired destinations. It will support economic development and the retail and commercial
sectors and develop an authentic community appearance for our signage.

Project Category

Infrastructure/Amenities

Project
rationale/goal/
objectives

Project Rationale(s): The 2018 “Strategic Signage Strategy” was initiated to develop a wayfinding
system that informs and guides visitors towards amenities and attractions within the community
and that meets our branding criteria. The strategy proposes to improve existing signage and
create unique attractions within Radium to help attract more passersby from the highways.
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Project Goal(s): This project will primarily improve the visitor experience, which in turn should
result in increased visitation during all seasons.
Project Spending

$0 was spent in 2019

Project status

In Progress/Ongoing. The implementation and construction phase of the project is scheduled to
begin in 2020 as part of our current RMI strategy.

Project Delays or
other challenges

Request will be submitted to revise strategy to delay this project and use the 2020 funds for a
Round-About Centre piece.

Project Title

Columbia River Boat Access Area

Project
description

Develop a canoe and kayak (non-motorized watercraft only) take-out and launch facility on the
Columbia River. This project includes flood proofing of the property, improved vehicular egress,
ingress and parking, a public washroom, bear proof garbage containment, regulatory and
interpretive signage, and riverbank fortifications. The project will provide improved access to and
from the Columbia River and associated wetlands, for both visitors and commercial operators
utilizing watercraft. We will include regulatory and interpretive information for visitors, so that
they better understand both the importance of the Columbia River and associated wetlands as a
wildlife reserve, as well as how to recreate in those areas in a responsible and sustainable manner.
The project will increase use of the Columbia River and associated wetlands as a travelable
waterway for recreational, heritage, cultural and environmental purposes. This is phase two of the
project.

Project Category

Infrastructure/Amenities

Other themes

Accessibility related / Sustainability

Project
rationale/goal/
objectives

Project Rationale(s): The Columbia River and Columbia River wetlands are a popular canoeing,
kayaking and paddle board destination for recreationalists and naturalists, including commercial
rental and tour operators. The property currently used for taking out and launching boats is
problematic from both environmental and user safety perspectives. Not only does the property
flood each spring, access for boaters is over a mud bank that is subject to erosion. The vehicular
access from the property is onto a busy forest service road with inadequate sight lines. Our plan is
to redevelop this property to resolve these issues and foster increased usage. This project was
part of our former Resort Development Strategy; however, detailed engineering revealed that the
development costs, especially considering flood proofing and archeological requirements, would
be far more than the original budget. Engineering, design, and approvals are now in place and
construction has begun at the site.
Project Goal(s): This project will align with our goal of improving the visitor experience.

Project Spending

$301,206 was spent in 2019

Project status

Completed

Project activities
and/or outcomes
for the reporting
year

Fixed a dangerous access off and onto road as no visibility entering or leaving area and turnaround
point very tight and often flooded thus vehicles with trailers would often try to back down. There
were no washrooms available and the shoreline was exposed to overuse.
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Columbia River Boat Access Area
Continued…
Project activities
and/or outcomes
for the reporting
year

Prior Access:

Completed Project:
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Columbia River
Boat Access Area
Continued…

Sightlines of the access point are now clear. Vehicles with boat trailers can now easily and safely
turn around. The shoreline has been made sustainable for high traffic use. Washrooms and picnic
tables have been completed.
Stakeholder
Involvement:

Meetings with the following: Local businesses using the river access, Regional Area Director,
Tourism Board Manager, Rod and Gun club, council, and staff. Local business will be incorporating
questions regarding the project into their survey on our behalf.
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Project Title

Christmas Eve Wagon Rides

Project
description

This project involves protecting parks and boulevard trees with decorative vertical tree guards.
This was a project started in fall 2019 and was completed in 2019.

Project Category

Infrastructure/Amenities

Other themes

Sustainability

Project
rationale/goal/
objectives

The Village will manage two off-season tourism festivals/events each year. The timing of these has
been determined in collaboration with tourism stakeholders, to promote additional
accommodation stays and local spending when it is needed most. The second event, the
Christmas Eve horse drawn wagon rides, are largely promoted to guests staying at our hotels. This
opportunity to tour the Village in quaint style is becoming more popular with each passing year.

Project Spending

$2,000 was spent in 2019

Project status

Completed

Project activities
and/or outcomes
for the reporting
year

The Event Co-ordinator contracted hired local businesses who would bring horses and a wagon
with blankets to the Village. Visitors staying with accommodators registered in the available time
slots. At the designated time visitors would be provided a guided horse drawn wagon ride. This
year there were visitors who called in September to book as they had enjoyed there stay in 2018
so much. In 2019 an additional team of horses and a wagon was needed to accommodate all the
registrations.

Stakeholder
Involvement:

Discussions occurred between the Council, staff, and the Chamber of Commerce.

Photo by Kristin McCauley
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3.

Economic Outcomes

The data in this section is collected by both the resort communities and/or the Whistler Centre for Sustainability (WCS).
While specific projects can impact these results, the results in this area only show trends over time and should be
considered as a long-term impact of investments in infrastructure, projects, and programs.

Accommodation Sector Performance
Accommodation sector performance provides an indication of the size and health of overall tourism economy (more
specifically the accommodation sector), by tracking changes in MRDT, room revenue or room nights sold. Overnight
visitors to the communities tend to participate in more experiences than day visitors, and the additional hours spent
in the resort result in increased spending patterns and greater contributions per visitor to the local economy.
Considering the variation in this indicator throughout the year provides a window into the community’s success at
growing tourism throughout the four seasons.
Annual MRDT funding
for Radium Hot Springs
was $191,040, an
increase over the
previous year and the
highest result yet. This
results in an:
• Increase from the year
2018 of 8.0% (2017
was 3.8%)
• Last five-year average
2015-2019 was 8.6%
(2014-2018 was 8.8%)
Challenges at the local level:
• It is an extremely competitive market and as a result, accommodators are reluctant to provide the local DMO
with necessary statistics to report on occupancy. With little feedback it is difficult to gauge the success or
shortfall of marketing initiatives.

Number
of nights
are high
during
summer
months
and
lower on
shoulder
and
winter
season.
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Accommodation Sector Performance continued:
• The largest change from
2018 was in the Same
day travel in 2019 (35%)
has increased from prior
year (31%) by 4%
• One day Nights in
Community has
decreased from 2018 by
1%
• Two day Nights in
Community has
decreased from 2018 by
1%
• The 7-13 day (2 Week)
an increase of 1 from
prior year%

Visitor Origin 2019
3% 0%

7%

•

9%

15%
13%

•
•
•
•

3%
5%

•
30%
15%

•
•

Local Resident

BC

Alberta

Other Canada

Washington

California

Other US/Mexico

Europe

Asia/Australia

Other

•

Visitor Origin
changes from the
prior year (2018)
are:
BC decreased by
2%
AB increased by 0%
Remaining Canada
increased by 0%
Washington
decreased by 2%
California
decreased by 1%
Remaining US and
Mexico increased
by 3%
Europe decreased
by 1%
Asia and Australia
increased by 0%
Other decreased by
1%
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(Source: Tourism Radium)
Visitor Numbers
A resort communities’ tourism economy is dependent on visitation. Visitor numbers provide an understanding of the
health of the tourism economy, as well as the popularity the community as a tourism destination, quality of the
service levels, and the perceived value of tourism offerings. Depending on the employed methodology, visitor
numbers includes day visitors and overnight visitors differing from accommodation sector performance. Considering
the variation in this indicator throughout the year provides a window into the community’s success at growing
tourism throughout four seasons.

Visitor Information Center Attendance
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Decrease from the year 2018 was -5.9% (2017 was -3.6%)
Five-year average for 2015-2019 was 3.8% (2014-2018 was 6.7%)
A major impact on visitations was the closure of the Kootenay National Park Pools.

Number of Business Licenses

The number of businesses in a community reflects economic success and potentially diversity of tourism offerings
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4. Conclusion and Outlook
The year of 2019 for the Village of Radium Hot Springs was a productive and positive year. The Columbia River access
project has been a resounding success for all, visitors, residents, and businesses alike. Feedback received has been that
this is an incredible improvement for safety, sustainability, accessibility, and for the overall visitor experience. There was
such a high usage in this first year that an expansion is planned to accommodate the higher activity level. With the
improvements to the site, the Village, using the RMI funds, could in the future add additional trails and First Nation
information panels. The Headbanger Festival, which is still in its infancy stage, grew 31% from 2018 to 2019. The
coordinator continues to learn and refine the program based on feedback from this event. The Adventure Radium
program has seen a decline in numbers; however, this is mostly due to other camps now available in the area. The
participants from out of town has remained consistent at the ratio of two-thirds. The Christmas Eve Wagon ride has
certainly been a sought-after activity for those visiting in the shoulder season. This season is relatively quiet, and the
wagon rides add a very nostalgic feeling and the visitors are returning during this time to re-experience this. It has been
a great event addition. The accommodators overall have experienced a positive year as indicated by the MRDT funds
increasing 8% from 2018 continuing a positive five-year trend of 8.6%. Tourism Radium continued to leverage the use of
MRDT funds up to thirty-six-fold. This is amazing collaboration of many DMO’s and Destination BC and is a key to
marketing Radium Hot Springs. The Resort Municipality Initiative dollars is integral to creating the sustainable, positive
visitor experience which attracts visitors to stay, stay longer, and repeat their stay.
Looking forward the Village of Radium Hot Springs will be requesting a change in the RMI Resort Development Strategy
as the Village can create an iconic center piece at the busiest place in the Village. The TransCanada Highway will be
closing for extended periods of time in 2021. In preparation of this event, the Ministry of Transportation (MOT) has
designed a round-about to replace the current traffic light in the Village. Currently this traffic light can cause traffic
delays of up to a couple of hours. Over the last couple of years MOT have hired flaggers to aid with traffic flows. The
MOT has committed $50,000 towards the center piece within the round-about. The Village will be requesting the
remaining funds to come from the Resort Municipality Initiative funds. This is an extremely exciting project as this
impact will be seen from all traffic going thru the Village. On a long weekend we have experienced traffic thru this
intersection of over 15,000 vehicles. With the TransCanada closure, MOT is expecting this to be a daily count. The
Village has an incredibly unique opportunity to showcase our community.
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2015-18 Carry
Over projects:
Columbia River
Boat Access Area

$94,449

$6,353

Columbia River
Boat Access Area

$88,096

$71,773

Infrastructure:

$131,301
$128,183

$3,118

$3,683

$247,958
Events/Services:
Adventure Radium
Youth Camp

$45,000

$224

$12,778

$1,998

Headbanger's
Festival

$60,000

$185

$212

$6,000

$19,603

$2,000

Administration

Program staff
Travel to Spring
Performance
measurement

$6,600
$5,600
$17,800

TOTAL

$686,481

$2,150
$1,040

$6,538

$288,276

Accessibility,
Sustainability and
Indigenous Projects
Update

98% Complete. Already
in use. There are
additional expenses - if
any unspent RMI funds Accessibility and
available, possible
Sustainability
request to top up this
greatly
$71,773 project.
improved.
$0
$0
See above - the 2019
interest was added
$134,984 here.
See Above
This is scheduled for
$0 2020 & 2021.
$0
$94,449

2019-21 Projects

Wagon Rides

Current Status - please
update with every
quarterly report
submission (ex: start
date, groundbreaking,
bid phase, nearing
$0

$71,773

Columbia River
Boat Access Area
Tourism Signage

Total Expenditures
2019

Oct. 1 - Dec. 31
Expenditures

July 1 - Sept. 30
Expenditures

Apr. 1 - Jun. 30
Expenditures

Jan. 1 - March 31
Expenditures

Acti vi ty

2019 Financial Report
Budgeted Amount
(from RDS, 2018 carry
over or Amendments)

Appendix 1

$17,148

$29,434

Program completed for Indigenous
current year, restart
Project included
$15,000 next yr.
in program
Program completed for Indigenous
current year, restart
Project included
$20,000 next yr.
in program
Program completed for
current year, restart
$2,000 next yr.
$0
$0
$2,150
$1,040
$0
$0
$341,396

Fi na nci a l Sna ps hot

Reserve as of Jan. 1, 2019 (RMI Funding & Interest)
YTD Interest earned on reserve amount
Funding provided in 2019
Total available for 2019
Total currently available (total less expenditures)

$166,222
$3,683
$178,301

$348,206
$6,810
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